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Audyssey multeq xt32 vs manual

· Discussion Starter • #1 • April 26, 2018 Hey guys. Another noob question. I am now using an amplifier with my receiver to power my front towers and was interested in trying manual calibration instead of audyssey. I downloaded an SPL meter app on my android phone and tried the following instructions I found online. It said to bring each speaker around 75db using the test tone function on the receiver.
For some reason I couldn't come across as 46-48db. Am I missing something? Then I also read about another option to just set each speaker to a flat 0.0db. I was curious about what most people do on here. You guys use audyssey or manual? · Hey guys. Another noob question. I am now using an amplifier with my receiver to power my front towers and was interested in trying manual calibration instead
of audyssey. I downloaded an SPL meter app on my android phone and tried the following instructions I found online. It said to bring each speaker around 75db using the test tone function on the receiver. For some reason I couldn't come across as 46-48db. Am I missing something? Then I also read about another option to just set each speaker to a flat 0.0db. I was curious about what most people do on
here. You guys use audyssey or manual? Just getting spl the same on your front towers isn't necessarily calibration, if you mean calibration like Audyssey. As for the spl levels you get, I guess you mean you only get 46-48 db with the volume of your receiver trapped high? Your SPL meter software or phone microphone may be bad. I haven't used the phone's software to do this, so others who have may
have a suggestion of what's wrong there. What are the trim levels on each channel in your receiver? If they are -12db or something, that could be part of it. That wouldn't be the only problem, because the 46-48db at full volume is very low (that's what my background room noise is often). I'm not sure what you mean by setting each speaker to 0.0db. Do you mean the tuning settings in your receiver, or
something else? Give some more info about your SPL meter, volume and tuning settings, etc. Mark [edit to add that I definitely use Audyssey, and would suggest you do it and live with it first before trying a manual install. It will help you get all sorts of things set up right, almost certainly better than you can do yourself without a lot of experience and a little more hardware] · Discussion Starter • #3 • Apr 27,
2018 Just getting spl the same on your front towers is not necessarily calibration, if you mean calibration like Audyssey. As for the spl levels you get, I guess you mean you only get 46-48 db with the volume of your receiver trapped high? Your SPL meter software or phone microphone may be bad. I haven't used the phone's software to do this, so who has may have a suggestion of what is wrong there.
What are the trim levels on each channel in your receiver? If they are -12db or something, that could be part of it. It would not be the only problem, because the 46-48db at full volume is very low (that's what my background room noise is often). I'm not sure what you mean by setting each speaker to 0.0db. Do you mean the tuning settings in your receiver, or something else? Give some more info about your
SPL meter, volume and tuning settings, etc. Mark [edit to add that I definitely use Audyssey, and would suggest you do it and live with it first before trying a manual install. It will help you get all sorts of things set up right, almost certainly better than you can do yourself without much experience and a little more hardware] Sorry if these are silly questions I had the master volume on the receiver at like 60.
Then I was adjusting trim levels on the receiver for the front left tower and wouldn't go past that 48db on the spl meter. Am I supposed to turn the volume on the receiver all the way up and then adjust the trim levels? Yes, when I mentioned if just setting each speaker level to 0.0db I was referring to speaker level settings on receivers. Previously when I've run audyssey, it wont set everything to around -6 or -
5 db. · Sorry if these are silly questions I had the master volume on the receiver at like 60. Then I was adjusting trim levels on the receiver for the front left tower and wouldn't go past that 48db on the spl meter. Am I supposed to turn the volume on the receiver all the way up and then adjust the trim levels? Yes, when I mentioned if just setting each speaker level to 0.0db I was referring to speaker level
settings on receivers. Previously when I've run audyssey, it wont set everything to around -6 or -5 db. No, don't turn the receiver all the way up (anyway, anyway, maybe never!). I would first run Audyssey on your system and see how it sets everything up, like speaker distance and trim levels and crossover suggestions. Then set all your speakers to small (if they aren't already), and crossover to the level
Audyssey suggested (unless it suggested large, in which case set them to small and crossover to 80hz as a start). After you see how it sounds, if you want to fiddle around with your sound meter, then you can slowly screw up your volume control on the receiver while watching your SPL meter until you get in the 70-80db level. Note that using receiver test tones will not apply Audyssey corrections, but
Audyssey's set of trim levels should be in use. Let us know what volume setting is required to get to 75db. But, to repeat, I don't think you really need to do anything manually other than setting the speakers to small after running Audyssey to get a good sounding system. You should not go in and change all the trim levels in your receiver to 0.0db, as it is very unlikely that your speakers will be balanced if all
are at 0.0. It's one of the things Audyssey does, balancing the levels of your speakers by adjusting the trim levels of your I'd leave them where Audyssey puts them if it's not very much that they are not balanced. Have you read the following links: Good luck, Mark · I didn't know that cell phones had full-range microphones. The white noise you hear while trying to read SPL on your phone is a full-range white
noise. It's supposed to cover all frequencies but if the cell phone can't record every bit of the audio spectrum then the 48-50db you pick up with the phone represents the amount of white noise it can pick up. Get a proper test microphone and try again. Check out REW if you get serious about wanting to level your system. Mobile phones make great phones – they just can't do everything that a computer and
good test mic can do. It's a phone! Try getting your computer to 'play' your mobile phone. yes there are programs like Skype but the computer will not fit into your pocket. · I didn't know that cell phones had full-range microphones. The white noise you hear while trying to read SPL on your phone is a full-range white noise. It's supposed to cover all frequencies but if the cell phone can't record every bit of the
audio spectrum then the 48-50db you pick up with the phone represents the amount of white noise it can pick up. Get a proper test microphone and try again. Check out REW if you get serious about wanting to level your system. Mobile phones make great phones – they just can't do everything that a computer and good test mic can do. It's a phone! Try getting your computer to 'play' your mobile phone. yes
there are programs like Skype but the computer will not fit into your pocket. Hi, in a later post the OP said he was only turning the volume to about 60, so that explained the low SPL reading. I thought as you were that the cell phone mic or SPL software was not correct. It may not be, but his biggest problem was the win. Best, Mark · Out of curiosity, I got out my SPL meter and downloaded 2 different SPL
meter apps on my Android phone. I got interesting results: SPL app #1 showed 12db average lower than my meter. The SPL app #2 showed everything from 15db to 30db higher than my meter. The conclusion I get, don't use a phone app to set levels on your system. They're just not that accurate. · Discussion Starter • #8 • Apr 27, 2018 Out of curiosity, I got out my SPL meter and downloaded 2 different
SPL meter apps on my Android phone. I got interesting results: SPL app #1 showed 12db average lower than my meter. The SPL app #2 showed everything from 15db to 30db higher than my meter. The conclusion I get, don't use a phone app to set levels on your system. They're just not that accurate. Thanks. The only reason I tried it using an android app was because it was suggested online. · Sorry if
these are silly questions I had the master volume on the receiver at like 60. Then I was adjusting trim levels on the receiver for the left tower and go past as 48db on the spl meter. Am I supposed to turn the volume on the receiver all the way up and then adjust the trim levels? Yes, when I mentioned if just setting each speaker level to 0.0db I was referring to speaker level settings on receivers. Previously
when I've run audyssey, it wont set everything to around -6 or -5 db. Master volume on AVR must be 80/0db but even then to note that Test Toner from AVR does not take into account Audyssey settings which is why using a 3rd party disc is recommended for more accurate results. Also note, Audyssey measures the disance/delay settings in the first mic position, while it does the actual EQ using mic
positions 2 - 8. · Discussion Starter • #10 • Apr 27, 2018 Master volume on AVR needs to be 80/0db but even then to note that the test tones from AVR do not take into account the Audyssey settings which is why the use of a 3rd party disc is recommended for more accurate results. Also note, Audyssey measures the disance/delay settings in the first mic position, while it does the actual EQ using mic
positions 2 - 8. Ah, that's why it didn't go over 46db on the meter! After reading the last post about fake readings with the app, I'll just pick up an SPL meter. JD, can you give me an example of what you mean about using a 3rd party disc? · Ah, that's why it didn't go over 46db on the meter! After reading the last post about fake readings with the app, I'll just pick up an SPL meter. JD, can you give me an
example of what you mean about using a disc from 3rd party? Really basic idea behind manually set your channel levels. Set the level adjustment on all speakers to 0, start the test tone with the first speaker (usually front L), and adjust the MAIN volume until you get your target level. 75dB, for example. Continue through all other speakers and adjust their individual levels until they all play back the signal at
75dB. When you're done, you may want to adjust its mean level. EX: Let's say the adjustments range from 0 to +12dB. You can drop all of them with 6dB, so they range from -6dB to +6dB instead. This will not result in any kind of reference playback level, as some people want. It only gets their relative production theoretically balanced, which is not the same as being calibrated, as what Audyssey does. The
3rd party disc only refers to a DVD, audio file, Blu Ray, etc. that has test tones, rather than using the receiver's internal. The idea is that it is a more accurate way to set the levels. · Ah, that's why it didn't go over 46db on the meter! After reading the last post about fake readings with the app, I'll just pick up an SPL meter. JD, can you give me an example of what you mean about using a disc from 3rd party?
Hi, have you in fact tried to run Audyssey and see what it does for the system you Now? You can do it first and see what it puts trim levels on, and then play with what is suggested by by It would get your distance set correctly and some crossover info started and trim levels initially. Select [edit to correct to JohnCo] · Really basic idea behind manually set your channel levels. Set the level adjustment on all
speakers to 0, start the test tone with the first speaker (usually front L), and adjust the MAIN volume until you get your target level. 75dB, for example. Continue through all other speakers and adjust their individual levels until they all play back the signal at 75dB. When you're done, you may want to adjust its mean level. EX: Let's say the adjustments range from 0 to +12dB. You can drop all of them with
6dB, so they range from -6dB to +6dB instead. This will not result in any kind of reference playback level, as some people want. It only gets their relative production theoretically balanced, which is not the same as being calibrated, as what Audyssey does. The 3rd party disc only refers to a DVD, audio file, Blu Ray, etc. that has test tones, rather than using the receiver's internal. The idea is that it is a more
accurate way to set the levels. The main reason why it's good to use an external source for test tones rather than the receiver's internally generated ones is that the receiver tones are generated without the corrections that Audyssey applies, so if you use Audyssey, then use the internal test tones to check the Audyssey set levels, they won't check out correctly, and you'll change them, partially undoing what
Audys does. If you don't mind it, you can use the internal test tones I think. What I would do, as I mentioned earlier, is run Audyssey once to get a starting point, then download some test tones and run them with Audyssey on and your new SPL meter, and see what you find. You can conclude that Audyssey set them properly and everything is fine. But if you want to completely bypass Audyssey, then make
sure it is turned off and do as JohnCo suggested using a proper SPL meter and the internal receiver test tones. Mark · Thanks. The only reason I tried it using an android app was because it was suggested online. Willing to bet you did not read that on ACP Forums. Also guess you read about setting all speakers trim to 0 in the same place... Instead of putting $50-$80 into a decent SPL meter, spend ~$90-
$100 on a calibrated USB microphone (UMIK-1) and you will have not only a correct SPL meter, you will also have the ability to measure your response. See the REW link in my sig and the REW thread here at ACP for more info. · Discussion Starter • #15 • Apr 28, 2018 Thank you a lot for all the input guys. I ran audyssey for now and will toy around with everything suggested. Suggested.
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